


WEBINAR ON SAFETY SECURITY AND THREAT AWARENESS

Date: 13.08.2021

Introduction

The theme of the two day webinar is “Safety,security&threat awareness” .Webinar has
started by Dr.S.V.N.L.Lalitha. Meeting started with introduction of resource persons(Ms.TANU
SRIVASTAVA)she is advisory consultant IBM, WICSP Delhi chapter lead and (Ms.Swathi
Sharma)Compliance lead, WICSP Delhi chapter.

A cyber predator is an adult who uses the internet to exploit children and/or teens with
the intention or inflicting sexual, emotional, psychological, or financial abuse.



Identity theft is the illegal use of someone else’s personal information to steal money or
credit.

Resource person gave a brief description on cyber hygiene, cyber predators, cyber
bullying, identity theft and some general awareness tips that we have to follow while browsing
and so on.
Objectives:
1. Awareness: Raise awareness among participants about the existence and methods of
cyber predators targeting individuals, especially vulnerable populations like children and
teenagers.

2. Understanding the Risks: Educate participants about the potential risks associated with
interacting online, including identity theft, cyberbullying, grooming, and exploitation.

3. Recognizing Red Flags: Provide participants with information on how to recognize red
flags or warning signs of potential cyber predator behavior, such as requests for personal
information, attempts to establish trust quickly, or manipulation tactics.

4. Empowerment: Empower participants with practical tips and strategies to protect
themselves and their loved ones from cyber predators, including setting privacy settings
on social media accounts, avoiding sharing sensitive information online, and being
cautious when interacting with strangers.

5. Promoting Responsible Online Behavior: Encourage participants to practice
responsible online behavior, such as thinking critically before sharing personal
information, being cautious when clicking on links or downloading files, and
communicating openly with trusted adults about their online activities.



6. Support Systems: Discuss the importance of having support systems in place, such as
trusted adults or resources like helplines and hotlines, for individuals who may have
encountered or are concerned about cyber predator activity.

Tips to avoid Cyber predators :
If you have own email account, let your parents know if you ever receive an email that

asks for your personal information. Some emails look official, as if they ask for your personal
information.

The average age kid’s sign up for social media accounts is 12.6 years.It is easy to imagine how

this adds to engineering attacks.The nature of social media enables cybercriminals to target

young users in many innovative and effective ways. At last she gave some points that we have to

remember there are like malware, clean desk policy, passwords and authentication, social

engineering, removable media, etc…



On 14/08/2021speaker gave a description about personal data, personal data
life cycle, privacy protection life cycle, and gave some hints on privacy framework, and gave
some technical description on other terminologies as well.

Benefits of IEEE membership
Dr S V N L Lalitha had explained about the benefits of IEEE

membership.IEEE members enjoy reduced rates on many proprietary products and services
including IEEE books and eBooks, journals and articles, conferences and proceedings, standards,



2021-22 students participation-Webinar on Safety,security&threat awareness

S.NO ID NO Name of the student

1 180060012 SRIJA GOURAM

2 180060014 SYED RAHAMAT TABASSUM

3 180060024 AINALA LAVANYA

4 180060030 GARNENI NAGA PAVAN

5 180060035 NAGIREDDY CHARISHMA

6 180060036 CHILUVURI SRAVYA SRI

7 180060037 KANDHUKURI ARUN

8 180060038 PRASANTH BOKKA

9 180060039 BADAVATH VINESH KUMAAR

10 180060040 KARNEEDI SREE RAMA VENKATA SAI MANIKANTA

11 180060041 PATAPATI PRAVEEN SAI

12 180060042 R SRAVANI

13 180060043 Viateur Dusabimana

14 190060006 JADALA MANIKANTA

15 190060007 K MD IKRAM

16 190060012 MUNNANGI HEMANTH

17 190060013 NARALA VENKATA MOHAN NIKHILESH REDDY

18 190060014 PANYAM SHAJID

19 190060016 PULI VENKATA LOKESH

20 190060018 SEETHAMMAGARI RAKESH REDDY

21 190060020 SHAIK JANI BASHA

22 190060021 SUHAS AWASTHI

23 190060022 TAKKOLU SAINADH REDDY

24 190060023 YERUKONDA SREE KEERTHI

25 190060024 VEGINATILOHITH SAI

26 190060026 VEMPALLI MUGANNAGARI SANDEEP REDDY

27 190060028 PAMI SETTY VENKATA KEDARNATH

28 190060029 KABALA SHIKATO KEKE

29 190060030 VENKATA NAGA SAI POTHINA

30 190060031 TAMBURA SURYA TEJA

31 2000060017 KOTRAGANTI VENKATA NAGA BALAJI

32 2000060016 GUDAPATI KEERTHI

33 2000060014 MALLOLU FINY SYAM

34 2000060013 PALLA SAI KIRAN

35 2000060012 THUMULA KARTHEEK

36 2000060011 BUDDARTHI SHIVAKAR

37 2000060010 VEMANA VENKATA JANARDHAN REDDY

38 2000060007 Nakka Nagendra Kumar

39 2000060004 DASARI SETHU HANSITH

40 4156 Dr. A. PANDIAN

41 291 Dr. S.V.N.L LALITHA

42 1000 Dr. B. LOVESWARA RAO

43 2272 Dr. K.NARASIMHA RAJU




